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We need to understand 
hegemonic societal views

about Black Bodies

before discussing

Anti-Black racism                                     
and police oversight



Victims of sexual assault denied access to 
compensation | UCT News

https://www.news.uct.ac.za/article/-2014-02-17-victims-of-sexual-assault-denied-access-to-compensation






My doctoral thesis provided a roadmap to examine bias and:

Deep Hegemonic Assumptions (DHA) about 

women's role in society, 

and about women’s autonomy in general

-------------------------------------------------------------

Judges and Prosecutors said women don’t want post sexual assault compensation because:

-Women do not want compensation

-Women who are sexually assaulted do not have quantifiable financial losses related to safety, 
child care, doctors, medicines, absence from school or work

-offenders never have money, be they employed or otherwise 

-Women will lie to get free government assistance or offender restitution

-----------------------------------------------

Today, we review assumptions, that restrict                       

BLACK AUTONOMY



Toronto Police Disciplinary Hearing concerning “Neptune Four”

See learning tools at: www.representingrace.ca

NEPTUNE FOUR involved a complaint about the Toronto Police Service 
and racialized surveillance and over-policing

ALSO SHOWS interference with autonomy during daily activity                                                                        

Neptune Four were walking to tutoring from community housing and in
30 seconds, arbitrary detained, guns drawn, arrested and charged                                                             

http://www.representingrace.ca/


VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT AT 
NEPTUNE FOUR TRIAL                              
– MARCH 2021                                                                  

“I know that the hearing officer did 
not find that racial profiling played 
a role in how we were treated, but I 
know that this incident taught me in 
clear terms what my social rank 
was as a young, poor, Black, Muslim 
teenager.”



FIRSTLY MUST ACKNOWLEDGE
CANADIAN SLAVERY

And why many Black Communities, and allies, 
call for the end of policing



Slavery is relevant to the issue of                                                                                                  

RACIAL PROFILING / POLICE STOP AND FRISKS                         

POLICE MISCONDUCT MATTERS

Canada recently celebrated its 150th birthday.  Against this backdrop we must recognize 
that for about two centuries, 200 years, slavery was legal in New France,                                  

and in Lower Canada.



Black Canadians were owned by various classes and segments of society – from 

governors, bishops, military officers, merchants, priests, blacksmiths and tailors..          
It was not a one off incident in Canada – it was widespread 



Slavery noted at Government Consultations on carding and 
police oversight





Slavery noted at the Toronto Police Service Board





ACLC SUBMISSION TO 
Independent Police Oversight Review (IPOR)











On Property



Since Black people have a special relationship to property, having once been property ourselves, that history frames our ongoing
relationship to policing.

The issue of property sits at the centre of Black people’s relationship with policing, both past and present, and it is central to 
making sense of why more and more Black people, alongside others who support our communities, called for the defunding of 

the police.

Abolish the slave trade….

Abolish plantations….

Abolish slave patrols and passes - and after slavery, lynching, Black Codes, sundown towns, segregation, white deputization 

[yet abolition/defunding] minimized as irrational or uniformed.. Lacked a proper understanding of how policing works

True abolition involves at least three necessary components: defunding of the police, the disarming of the police, and the 
abolition of policing as an institution. Of course at the same time and indeed well before the police are entirely abolished we must 

work together to come up with new ways to respond to conflict, harms, and other behaviours that society collectively deems 
determinantal to living well together. 

Policing and its financial costs are central to our economic organization, which means that any significant reforms or abolition of it 
would have ripple effects across the economy and society (police, prisons, lawyers, probation officers, social workers, correctional 

officers and many others involved)

ECONOMY OF STEREOTYPES where BLACK TRANSGRESSION is ASSUMED AND SOUGHT OUT in relation to                                 
TRANSGRESSIONS AGAINST PRIVATE AND PUBLIC PROPERTY

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Control on slave plantations based on property– owners grant partial recognition, given plots of land, days off, better 
accommodation                                                                                                                

Control today – The kinds of crime that fuel incarceration cannot be divorced from the dreadful outcomes for black lives that flow 
from slavery and its afterlife (which was based on property rights). Treating drug crimes, loitering, traffic and transit violations, 

shoplifting and other crimes of a similar nature as significant, punishable transgressions only further exacerbates historic wrongs.



The Economic Sub-structure Is Also a Super-structure 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIQwKP3j1zc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRu3FtRYMEU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIQwKP3j1zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRu3FtRYMEU


Ontario 3 Year Anti-Racism Strategic Plan 
https://files.ontario.ca/ar-2001_ard_report_tagged_final-s.pdf

Also note Federal Anti-Racism Plan 
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/pch/documents/campaigns/anti-racism-engagement/ARS-Report-EN-2019-2022.pdf

https://files.ontario.ca/ar-2001_ard_report_tagged_final-s.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/pch/documents/campaigns/anti-racism-engagement/ARS-Report-EN-2019-2022.pdf












Cecil Foster in Where Race Does Not Matter                
on the Canadian dream deficit 

The rewards and incentives that some now enjoy must be offered to all. The privileges of citizenship must be 
shared by all. And one of the privileges that must be offered to Black youths is to be “imagined” as Canadian and 
to want to maintain this status. They must feel that it is in their greater interest to protect Canadian society, of 
which they are important and equal members. This notion of belonging, too, is missing from the reporting and 
analysis. 

What we are dealing with are measurements of what I call the dream deficit. This is an attempt to quantify in real 
numbers, or perceptually, the experience of being Black in a country that, idealistically, does not see the colour of 
its citizens. But I believe we should seek to see most distinctly the many colours in Canada, rather than trying to 
see none at all in some misguided approach to social justice based on colour-blindness.  Indeed, what is the point 
of seeing the unity that is Canada if we are not going to accept distinctions and differences as the real brute facts 
of life? We should reaffirm these differences more fully, rather than trying to erase them into colourless 
indeterminacy.  The deficit is the amount of alienation that the individual of a group feel when their lived 
experiences don’t match up to their own aspirations, not to mention the goals society sets for all its members. 
This deficit is so much like the blank cheque and the insufficiency of citizenship of which Martin Luther King 
spoke.  It is the lack that has to filled so that individuals can become fully universal, when they can be at home in 
themselves and in the wider society. It is no different from the disappointments of the Black Loyalists at the 
beginning of Canadian national time.

As long as the dream deficit remains, there will always be questions of race on the agenda. Even where there is a 
dream deficit for only one or two groups, the population as a while has been racialized, categorized into superior 
citizens and inferior ones, first class citizens and those of lower standings.  Ultimately, the dream deficient is a 
measurement of acceptance and a sense of belonging.



Tom Le v. Her Majesty the Queen 2019 SCC 34
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/17804/1/document.do
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/17804/index.do

Supreme Court of Canada - HOW RACE PLAYS OUT IN POLICE STOPS
-Police attend Toronto Co-Operative Housing Townhouse

-Searching for Suspect but Security Directs Them to Backyard
-Le and other friends (who are Black) are Asked for ID

-Police ask Le what’s in his Satchel – Find Gun                                                                                 
-SCC find section 9 breach (arbitrary detention) , 24 exclusion of gun

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. 

Isabel Grant and Janine Benedet
Lifting the Judicial Embargo on Race-Based Charter Litigation: A Comment on R v LE                                              

(Criminal Law Quarterly, 2019)

provides a new generation of critical race lawyers with analytical weapon to combat biased policing

police encounter triggered only one reasonable response from the accused and his companions – COMPLIANCE

-

https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/17804/1/document.do
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/17804/index.do


















Toronto Community Housing Special Constables














